The Maier Museum of Art at Randolph College depends on the generosity of our members and volunteers for crucial support of exhibitions, programs, community outreach, education, collections management, acquisitions, and more!

Our Members...

- Supported the design, printing, mailing of the fall and spring newsletters.
- Funded expenses related to the summer 2016 internship for Randolph College student Rachel Carder ’17, who researched traveling exhibitions and created a prospectus to loan and “travel” the Maier exhibition, Modern Movement: Arthur Bowen Davies Figurative Works on Paper from the Randolph College and Mac Cosgrove Davies Collections.
- Supported the fall 2016 exhibition, Dreams that Money Can Buy (Update), including expenses for visiting artist Hans Haacke.
- Augmented expenses related to the 25th Annual Helen Clark Berlind Symposium in November 2016.
- Sponsored the spring 2017 exhibitions, Investigating Identity: Race, Gender, and Sexuality in Contemporary Art and Prints from the Permanent Collection.
- Augmented expenses related to the spring 2017 Outten Visiting Artist Lecture, including expenses for visiting artist Alison Saar.

Our Volunteers...

- Contributed over 1,397 hours as receptionists, guiding and assisting tours, and participating in training sessions.
- Facilitated “Art & SOL” tours for all of Lynchburg City Schools’ 5th grade. The Art & SOL program, in its 23rd year, is a collaboration with the Lynchburg City Schools’ Partners in Education program. The tours are offered to schools free and are centered around the Commonwealth’s “Standards of Learning” (SOLs).
- Led monthly Arts Fusion discussions for persons in the early stages of Alzheimer’s and related dementias, along with their caregivers. Arts Fusion is in partnership with the Alzheimer’s Association, Central and Western Virginia Chapter. Each hour-long discussion centered on one or two works of art in the Randolph College collection and provided a welcoming space to talk in small groups.
- Provided tours for organizations such as:
  - Lynchburg Liberal Ladies Literary Group
  - Leadership Lynchburg
  - Lynchburg Youth Group Home
  - Daniel’s Hill Neighborhood Center Seniors
  - Jamerson YMCA “Active Adults” group
  - Templeton Senior Center
  - Westminster Canterbury
  - Summit Independent Living
  
- Beginning in September, docents led a monthly Spotlight Tour (15 minutes, one work of art) or Floodlight Tour (30 minutes, group of works). Tours were not held in November, January, or March due to closing the Museum for College breaks.
MEMBERSHIPS

Those listed below made a contribution to join or renew their membership between July 1, 2016 and June 30, 2017.

Honorary
Alice Hilseweck Ball ’61
Susie Goodman Elson
Mary Gray Shockey ’69
Nancy Forsyth Sykes ’98
Sandra & Paul Whitehead

Maier Circle ($5,000)
Exhibition Sponsors
Sara Maier Rowe ’67
Alison Keller Townsend ’75

Benefactor ($2,500)
Internship Sponsors
Stephanie & Dave Keebler
Elizabeth Earle Kojan ’84

Mary Frances Williams Society
($1,000)

Educational Programming Sponsors
Katharine Stark Caldwell ’74
Barbara Niedland McCarthy ’73
Julie Johnson McGowan ’69
Allison Gulick Muller ’71

Sponsor ($500)
Amanda Clark Fox ’67
Nancy Hays Gotzwald ’55
Dorothy Nelms ’57
Dana Davidson Redmond ’60
Rosel & Elliot Schewel

Patron ($250)
Larry Bassett
Nina Earle Brock ’61
Pinky Blundell Carlton ’63
Sandra Sims Carrington
Mr. & Mrs. D. Bruce Christian
Jolley Bruce Christian ’69
Margaret Corlett Dillard ’48
Pat Dunbar ’72
Frances Jones Giles ’65
Ellen Gross

Individual ($45)
Deanna Gasteiger Schwartz
C. Keith Rogers Alford
June Britt
Lucille B. Cable
Carol W. Campbell
Carol Haley
Julia Dorsey Reed Loomis
Lucy Foard McCarr ’52
Ann & Charles McDaniel
Mary Ruth Mizener
Kathleen Stewart Page ’08
Malinda Adams Rice ’54
Jennifer Richie ’94
Catherine Baker Thompson ’71
Sally Warren Warren Wallman
Stormy Crowdis Wieand ’13
Carol A. Willis
Caroline Wilson

Family/Household ($65)
Camilla J. Fair
Bert Fisher
Kathleen Forehand Fort ’10
Rosie Gantt
Carl E. Hester
Martha Read Hoekstra ’67
Bruce James
Solveig M. Kjeseth
Elizabeth & Lloyd Lipscomb
Martha Oglesby Lisle ’55
Elizabeth Nicholson Nation ’72
Corey M. Passman
Ann Verbeke Richards ’58
Carol & Daniel Schreffler
Lesley Shipley
Melanie H. Snell
Bonnie Whitehead

Friend ($100)
Judy W. Arthur
Ruth Farmer Barnett ’53
June Bivins Baumoel ’77
Colleen Bevan
Joanna Szmyczek Beverly
Lanier Sykes Bogen
Karen Campbell ’77
Nancy Bell Cooper ’67
Nancy S. Coursey
Mark & Lois Coward
Kathy Cudlin
Irene Devine
Carole Folts Dowd ’62
Christine Eubus
Grace Carmichael Finkel ’63
Margot Holt Gill ’52
Carl Girelli
Josephine J. Griffin
Sarah L. Hawkins
Cheryl Hawkins
Susan B. Heath
Elizabeth S. Jones
Aileen Wilson Kelly ’57
Howard Perkinson Lawrence ’40
Catherine W. Lynn
Pamela McCormick McCoy ’67
William A. McIntosh
Jim and Kathy Muchlemann
Breanne N. Oldham
Karen K. Painter Janice
C. Puckett
Bradley M. Rowe
Mort Sajadian Marc
Schewel
Helene Parish Schewel ’47
Sarah Rouse Sheehan ’71

Doni Guggenheimer
Jean M. Jung
Mackie Snyder Kudravetz ’69
Karen & Allen Majewski
Teecey Matthews Outland ’53
Johanne Pryor ’61
William A. Stuart, II
Anne Tucker ’67
Randall Johnson Watts
Geoffrey Wertz
Ben Smith
Susan T. Timmons
Susan A. Travis
Kenneth C. Weinfurtner
Barbara Stanley Welsh ’52

Special ($35)
Budd Adams
Lee & Sharon Ainslie
Susan G. Allman ’67
Ellen Butler Barnhart ’45
Mary Lou Sparger Bates ’57
Jane Sawyer Bersch ’57
Clay Blackwell
Sandra R. Boyes
Mary-Louise Calnan
Catharine Smith Carthy
Muriel Zimmerman Casey ’53
Patricia Ackiss Caton ’52
Caroline S. Crow
Shirley A. Cunningham
Constance Dahlberg
Janet D. Dance
Marion Love Farmer ’61
Kristin Jo Freed
Dorothea M. Fuller
Louanna Hill Green ’61
Becky Rawls Habel ’73
Betty Jo Hanna Harper ’50
Carla W. Heath
Joan Hoag
Elizabeth Hoskins ’54
Debbie Huntington ’73
Martha Kjeseth Johnson
Mary Margaret Payne Little
Diane W. Morgan
Therese M. Namene
Louise C. Newton
Marguerite G. Old
Anne-Riely Jones Popper ’77
Winnfied Schenkel Luisa
Scott
Gerard F. Sheryak
Robyn Smith ’87
Deborah Mallett Spanich ’01
Elizabeth Hooper Stauffer ’67
Alice Sullivan
Georgia H. Thistle
John G. Webb
Harriet Jones Whitten ’59
Sandra L. Wilson
Jane Meredith Wolf ’61

Family/Household ($65)
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**Gifts**

**$15,000 - $19,999**
- Anonymous Donor in support of installation of hardwood flooring in galleries 1-3
- Mary Gray Shockey ’69 in support of the 105th Annual Exhibition of Contemporary Art: Threatening Beauty (September—December 2016)

**$2,000 - $4,999**
- Frances W. Nipper Fund of the Triangle Community Foundation
- Exxon Mobil Foundation in honor of Maier volunteer, Colleen Bevan to support Curator of Education expenses
- Mary Gray Shockey ’69 in support of the purchase of artwork

**$1,000 - $1,999**
- Anonymous Donor in support of upgrades and renovations for the Maier Museum of Art
- Anonymous Donor in support of purchasing folding chairs and presenter chairs for events
- Anonymous Donor in support of receptions and unfunded expenses related to the 105th Annual Exhibition: Threatening Beauty

**$100 - $199**
- Catherine Morse Beaman
- Marion Love Farmer in memory of Sandra Whitehead
- William A. McIntosh in memory of Sandra Whitehead

**$50 - $99**
- Brenda Doucette in honor of James & Barbara Herman
- Frances & Don Giles in honor of Tappy Lynn & Vince Scully

**Up to $49**
- Patricia Ackiss Caton
- Rebecca Grawl in honor of Maier Museum of Art Director, Martha Kjeseth Johnson
- David F. Howell
- Molly Roper Jenkins in memory of Sandra Whitehead
- Solveig M. Kjeseth
- Elizabeth Lipscomb
- Therese M. Namenek in memory of Sandra Whitehead
- Daniel K. Schreffler
- George Siekkinen
- Stormy Clowdis Weigand

**Donation Box**
$1,061.47 in Anonymous Donations

**In-Kind Gifts**

**Artwork**

**Edward J. Glannon Family**
Edward J. Glannon (1911-1992)
- *Man Burning Leaves*, 1975, lithograph on paper
- *Two Elk in Snow*, 1954, oil on canvas
- *Untitled (Coastal Landscape)*, n.d., watercolor on paper
- *Walking the Track*, 1976, lithograph on paper

**Anne Kimball**
in honor of Laura Bliss

**Emma Lou Marchant Martin ’59**

**Elwood Clingempeel**
Gladys Clingempeel (Gladys Lee Smith ’50) (1928-1998)
- *Untitled (Landscape with Road)*, n.d., watercolor on paper
- *Salty Air and Wicker Chairs II*, n.d., monoprint on paper
- *Untitled (Seascape)*, n.d., oil on canvas
- *Untitled (Landscape with Tree Line)*, n.d., oil on canvas
Volunteers

Those listed below contributed volunteer hours to the Maier Museum of Art between July 1, 2016 and June 30, 2017.

Melinda Arthur
Judy Arthur
Colleen Bevan
Randolph Bevan
Joanna Beverley
Clay Blackwell
Deliece Blanchard
Lucille Cable
Ayn Coates
Lois Coward
Kathy Cudlin
Shirley Cunningham
Janet Dance
Irene Devine
Peggy Dillon
Kristin Jo Freed
Dorothea Fuller
Ellen Gross
Kristin Harris
Cheryl Hawkins
Joann Hoag
Elizabeth Huff
Jill Jensen
Betsy Jones
Dave Keebler
Gilson Lincoln
Kaye Lipscomb
Karen Majewski
Bailey Marshall
Mary Ruth Mizener
Diane Morgan
Betty Mullen
Barbara Nadel
Maxine Nelson
Karen Painter
Ginny Schmidt
Burt Smiley
Alice Sullivan
Georgia Thistle
Melissa Vandiver
Sally Boswell Ware
Melinda Wheeler
Carol Willis

Our Members & Volunteers...

were offered discounts on two day trips. In the fall, to the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts for the special exhibition, Fine Art & Flowers. In the spring, to the Taubman Museum of Art in Roanoke to see the special exhibitions, Romare Bearden: Pictures of America and American Impressionism in the Garden.

Maier Members at the $100 Friend level or higher were invited to a private luncheon on September 27, 2016 with Dr. Caroline Campbell, Curator of Italian Paintings Before 1500 and Loans Curator at the National Gallery, London. These members also received an invitation and free admission to the Forte Chamber Music’s A Summer Concert on June 25, 2017.

Several volunteers took advantage of the opportunity to audit one Randolph College art history course each semester at no charge. Course auditing is offered as both a supplement to their volunteer training and as a benefit of volunteering.

Volunteer training and programs were held most Mondays throughout the year. These events included art-related documentary screenings, lectures, workshops, and group discussions.

Despite our efforts to avoid errors, occasionally they occur in producing the Maier Museum of Art at Randolph College’s Honor Roll. If your name has been accidentally omitted or you feel that information was reported incorrectly, please notify us and accept our sincere apologies.

Danni Schreffler, Office Manager & Public Engagement Coordinator, (434) 947-8136 or museum@randolphcollege.edu
Maier Museum of Art at Randolph College, 2500 Rivermont Ave., Lynchburg, VA 24503